THE TERMINATOR

True to his name
and evident of his character
Arnold Schwarzenegger is a terminator.

He has terminated
the educational opportunities,
qualities, benefits, and standards
thereof in the state of California.

He has terminated
many hopes and dreams of employment
job security, home security,
and doubled homelessness
throughout the state.

He has terminated
the lives of many mother's sons,
and children's fathers
by his denials of clemencies,
lack of proper medical treatment
and care within statewide institutions.

One has to wonder
if his acting as a governor
is from a written script?

He has failed in all his promises.
Whenever there is a budget crisis
the poor communities are made to suffer.
Schools are closed,
programs which serve the people are cut.

He certainly comes from no future time
to save any one person,
or state of California.
He came to us as the Terminator,
and he has been Terminating everything
he touches in California.
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